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. ABS'l'.RACT AND KEY WORDS LIST 
Al)SCl'RACT 
The improved Lunar Orbiter state vector solutions, when 
projected ahead using a simplified lunar gran tation&! 
model~ show characteristic residual (calculated minus 
observed) doppler patterns. These patterns are presented 
as plots ot residuals vs. time tor all data arcs ~ocessed 
in the photo site accuracy analysis contract. 






































REV LTR .. ' 
The purpose of this document is to present plots of dopp1er residuals from 
the L.O. photo phase data arcs, obtained by using the production state 
vectors and projecting forward. with a simplified lunar gravitational mode1. 
1.2 SCOPE 
This document is part of the fina1 report documentation for the"Lunar Orbiter 
Photo Site Accuracy Analysis" contract, NASl-7954, Task A. The entire report 
follows the document mnnbering system indicated on page v • 
2 • .0 DISCUSSION 
.. 
The state vectors obtained for improved photo support data were generated 
using orbit determination procedures which included so~utloIlS for a set 
of higher-order spherical harmonies. This was done to obtain a superior 
fit to the tracking data, thereby getting small residuals (actua1 minus 
calculated doppler). To demonstrate the variation of residuals on a simpler 
basis, residuals .....ere later calculated based on projection of the solved 
state vectors, but using a s'rmplified triaxial lunar gravitational mode~: 
J20 = 2.073 x 10-4 
C22 = 0.203 x 10-4 
Th,e reSiduals, plotted vs. time, are presented in the following pages. 
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